
Gulfport High School – Weekly Lesson Plan
Teacher: B. Turner Week of:Oct 18-22, 2021 Subject: Math 8

Weekly Unit & Lesson Topics: *Function

Weekly Objectives/Standards:

*Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal descriptions). For example,

given a linear function represented by a table of values and a linear function represented by an algebraic expression, determine which function has the greater rate

of change. 8.F.2

*Construct a function to model a linear relationship between two quantities. Determine the rate of change and initial value of the function from a description of a

relationship or from two (x, y) values, including reading these from a table or from a graph. Interpret the rate of change and initial value of a linear function in

terms of the situation it models, and in terms of its graph or a table of values. 8.F.4

*Understand that a function is a rule that assigns to each input exactly one output. The graph of a function is the set of ordered pairs consisting of an input and the

corresponding output. *8. F.1

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY - Turner will be out
2nd Block 2nd Block 2nd Block

BELLWORK -Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment.

-Quizizz Independent On-Line Work.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle with
getting started on assignment

-Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle with
getting started on assignment

ANTICIPATORY SET -Brainstorm real world situations where
steepness occurs. Share pictures of various

ramps.

*Ensure all students have notes out and are
ready for daily lesson.

-Do ramps for public places and homes have special
building requirements?

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready
for daily lesson.

-The introduction of using the slope-intercept form of
a linear equation will include the “RHYTHMIC” y = mx
+ b chant.

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready
for daily lesson.

PROCEDURES The student will… The student will… The student will…



- Comparing Functions: (Edgenuity

Notes- Resource)

1.   Tables, Graphs, and Equations

1. Translate Tables and

Graphs into Equations

2. Generate Various

Representations of the

Data

3. Steps for Writing Equations

from Tables

4. Real World Scenarios

2. Rate of Change and

Introduction of Slope

1. Finding Slope from a Graph

and Table

2. Comparing Slopes on a

Graph

3. Finding the Slope

Graphically- Practice WS

Graphically-

SMALL GROUP

*

*Find and analyze mistakes in

work samples.

*Choose an appropriate method

for solving an equation.

*Show steps to justify

mathematical methods.

- 1. Exploring Slope: (Edgenuity

Resource)

A.     Difference Between

Positive, Negative, No

Slope, and Zero Slope

B.     Value of Slope from a

Table, a Graph, and Solving

Algebraically

2. Constructing Linear Functions

3.     Finding the Slope Algebraically

Practice WS

Algebraically

(Given Two Points)

SMALL GROUP

*

*Find and analyze mistakes in

work samples.

*Choose an appropriate method

for solving an equation.

*Show steps to justify

mathematical methods.

- 1. Comparing Functions in Real

World (Edgenuity Resource)-

Finding and Comparing Initial

Values of Linear Functions

2.      Slope- Intercept Form

Introduction:

1. On coordinate grids, students

will graph linear equations in

slope-intercept form.

2. Exploration:

Standard form of a linear

equation converted to a graph

in slope-intercept form.

(Desmos)

3. Students will verify linear

equations using graphing

calculators.

 

*Move around the classroom and ensure all students
are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.



*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that
are struggling with math problems.

*Move around the classroom and ensure all students
are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.

ASSESSMENT -Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

CLOSURE -Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

-Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

-Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

THURSDAY FRIDAY
2nd Block 2nd Block

BELLWORK -Quizizz Independent On-Line Work

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment

-Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment

ANTICIPATORY SET -Kahoot It!

*Ensure all students have notes out and are
ready for daily lesson.

-Questions from Students

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready
for daily lesson.

PROCEDURES The student will...

- 1.     Continuation of Analyzing

Various Functions from

Wednesday

The student will...

- Function Quiz



*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that
are struggling with math problems.

*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.

ASSESSMENT -Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

CLOSURE -Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

-Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators



Gulfport High School – Weekly Lesson Plan
Teacher: B. Turner Week of: Oct 18-22, 2021 Subject: Alg I-R

Weekly Unit & Lesson Topics: *Relations & Functions

Weekly Objectives/Standards:

*A-REI.10 Understand that the graph of an equation in two variables is the set of all its solutions plotted in the coordinate plane, often forming a curve (which could

be a line).

*F-IF.1 Understand that a function from one set (called the domain) to another set (called the range) assigns to each element of the domain exactly one element of

the range.

*F-IF.3 Recognize that sequences are functions whose domain is a subset of the integers.

*F-IF.9 Compare properties of two functions each represented in a different way (algebraically, graphically, numerically in tables, or by verbal descriptions).

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY - Turner will be out
1st, 3rd, 4th Block 1st, 3rd, 4th Block 1st, 3rd, 4th Block

BELLWORK -Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment.

-Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment

-Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle with
getting started on assignment

ANTICIPATORY SET -None

*Ensure all students have notes out and are
ready for daily lesson.

-Graphic Organizer

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready
for daily lesson.

-Graphic Organizer

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready for
daily lesson.

PROCEDURES The student will… The student will…

- demonstrate how to determine

the patterns of functions from

The student will…

- demonstrate how to find the

average rate of change using



- function notation as another

way of writing the

function equation.

SMALL GROUP

*

*Find and analyze mistakes in

work samples.

*Choose an appropriate method

for solving an equation.

*Show steps to justify

mathematical methods.

*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that
are struggling with math problems.

linear, quadratic, exponential, or

absolute-value tables, ordered

pairs, and

graphs as well as looking for

patterns in data sets to

determine

which kind of model best

describes the data

SMALL GROUP

*

*Find and analyze mistakes in

work samples.

*Choose an appropriate method

for solving an equation.

*Show steps to justify

mathematical methods.

 

*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.

the slope formula or when given a

particular set of input/output data

 

*Move around the classroom and ensure all students
are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.

ASSESSMENT -Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

CLOSURE -Exit Ticket -Exit Ticket -Exit Ticket



*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

THURSDAY FRIDAY
1st, 3rd, 4th Block 1st, 3rd, 4th Block

BELLWORK -Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment

-Daily Warm Up Question based on ACT review
items.

-Monitor students during bell ringer
-Clarify any questions and reteach as needed
-Ensure students are completing bell ringer
-Use close proximity with students that struggle
with getting started on assignment

ANTICIPATORY SET -Graphic Organizer

*Ensure all students have notes out and are
ready for daily lesson.

-None

*Ensure all students have notes out and are ready
for daily lesson.

PROCEDURES The student will...

- review how to determine the

slopes of graphs (m) with rise

over run and begin using the

slope formula when given two

ordered

pairs

*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that
are struggling with math problems.

The student will...

- quiz on the topics from the

week (30 mins).

-After the quiz, TT W provide

students with a 3 Week

Assessment

Study Guide

*Move around the classroom and ensure all
students are being attentive.
*Work individually or with several students that are
struggling with math problems.



ASSESSMENT -Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

-Observation/ Participation Feedback

*Make sure students have completed work for
grading.

CLOSURE -Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators

-Exit Ticket

*Ensure all students have completed exit ticket &
cleared calculators


